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AN Lp-ESTIMATE FOR THE GRADIENT

OF SOLUTIONS OF SECOND ORDER

ELLIPTIC DIVERGENCE EQUATIONS

NORMAN G. MEYERS (Minneapolis) (0)

w

Introduction. In papers [2] and [3] Boyarskii has studied solutions of

two dimensional, first order, uniformly elliptic systems with measurable coef-
ficients. In the simplest case such a system has the form

11

One of the striking results of Boyarskii’s work is the existence of an ex-

ponent p &#x3E; 2, depending only on the ellipticity constants of (*), such that if

the strong derivatives of a solution (u, v) are in then

they are in £p. The main tool in the proof is the Calderon-Zygmund Ine-

quality for singular integrals [4]. It is indeed surprising that such a method,
which is ultimately based on the case of constant coefficient, can yield re-
sults independent of the continuity properties of variable coefficient.

The exponent p has several advantages over the exponent 2, which is

the exponent assumed in almost all work on such equations. For example,
it immediately implies, by use of the Sobolev lemma, that the solution is

Holder continuous (which is also known from more elementary considera-

tions) and also gives certain geometric properties of homeomorphic solution
mappings not derivable in any other way. The best value of the Lebesgue
exponent is unknown and its relation to the best Holder exponent, which
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is known, remains an interesting unsolved problem. For aesthetic reasons it
is natural to hope that the best Holder exponent follows from the best Lebe-

sgue exponent, via the Sobolev lemma, and several mathematicians have

conjectured that this is the case.

Since any elliptic equation of the form

is equivalent to a system of the form of (*), the theory also applies to (**).
u

In this paper I extend Boyarskii’s result to n-dimensional elliptic equations
of divergence structure. In the simplest case such an equation has the form

In Theorem 2 I prove there is a number Q &#x3E; 2, depending only on the

ellipticity constants of (***) and on n, such that if u has strong derivatives

in for some exponent Pi in the range then

the first derivatives are actually in ~~ for every p in the range I
u

The main tool, as in Boyarskii~s proof, is the Calderon-Zygmund Inequality,
though its role is largely hidden.

Having such a result, it is tempting to try to prove the Holder continuity
of u by showing that Q &#x3E; ~i. Such an attempt is doomed. For if it were true,
then by the method descent the first derivatives of u would be in eP for

 oo. But this is known to be false from simple examples. In

fact, in Section 5 I show by means of an example that in each dimension

Q tends to 2 as the ellipticity becomes « bad ». From the method of descent
it is necessary to show this only in two dimensions. Though this method

of proof fails it may still be possible to base a proof of Holder continuity
on the fact that the derivatives are in £p (see [5] and [8]).

Besides Theorem 2, I also prove an existence and uniqueness theorem

(Theorem 1) for the Dirichlet Problem when the domain is sufficiently
smooth. I derive Theorem 2 from Theorem 1, though it is possible to prove
Theorem 2 directly, without preliminary results on existence.

(i) Professor A. P. Calderon has independently proved the same theorem in unpublished
work.
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1. Notation.

0? denotes the real n-dimensional Euclidean space of vectors (or points)
x = ... Xn), y y = (yi , ... yn). The inner product [x, y] is defined as

n

Z rk yk and the corresponding I equals [x, x]112 ,
~=1

Analogously, C)(n denotes the complex n-dimensional Euclidean space of

vectors 1 and

If A is an n X n complex matrix (akl), then A* denotes the conjugate trans-

pose (aZk) and A$ denotes the vector

Finally, y notations such as f (x) denote functions whose domain of defi-

nition is contained in and whose values are in 

2. An alternative statement of the uniform ellipticity condition etc.

Consider the differential operator L defined by the equation

where u is a complex valued function and A is a complex matrix. The de-
finitions of uniform ellipticity of L usually given in the literature are either
that there exist positive constants Al and M such that inequalities

hold for all ,x under consideration and for all $, or else they are obvious

restatements of this condition. However, in order to handle the case of non-
Hermitian coefficient matrices we need a form of the uniform ellipticity
condition which is not quite so obvious.

To this end, rewrite A for each x as

where and 1, so that H, and H2 are
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Hermitian. Using the fact that I A* I = I A ~ ~ , it then follows tbat

Now rewrite A in the form

where c is a non-negative constant and I is the identity matrix. H, + cI
is Hermitian and from (4) it is clear that

As for iH2 - cI we have

and thus

Define the quantity 0 by means of the equation

Since the ratio in (9) is less than one for large values of c, we have
1 - 0  1. Setting H = c1I, R = 2H2 - _ Âj -~-c1 and 
where c, denotes a value of c at which the minimum in (9) is attained,
we have

Here H is Hermitian and inequalities

hold for all relevant x and for all $.
Thus, under the assumption of uniform ellipticity, it is possible to

decompose A into the sum of a positive definite Hermitian matrix H and

a remainder R which is « smaller » than H. Such a decomposition in turn

clearly implies uniform ellipticity and so the two statements are equivalent.
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In any differential equation we can assume without loss of generality
that A = 11 since we can divide both sides of the equation by A. The
form (10), (11) of the uniform ellipticity condition with ~1 = 1 is thus per-

fectly general. In this form the quantity 9~, measures the ellipticity. Note

that 02 C 1 with equality for the Laplacian.

DEFINITION 1. Let D be a bounded domain (open connected set) in
e, ~o (D) stands for the linear space of all complex infinitely con-

tinuously differentiable functions with compact support in Q. £q = £q (S~),
1 C q  oo~ stands for either the Banach space of all complex measurable
functions 0 or the space of measurable vector fields 0 defined on S~ with

finite q-norm

In addition we consider the linear spaces of complex func-
tions or vector fields which are in £q (il’) for every subdomain Q’ whose

closure Q’ is contained in Q.

As is usual, ~~’ ~ - denotes the space of complex functions

4S with strong derivatives in £q, for which there exists a sequence of

functions 4Yk in e1° such that

Under the norm

is a Banach space. We also consider spaces ~ I

consisting of those functions in geoll2 whose gradients are in £q. Under

the norm

is also a Banach space.

DEFINITION 2. We define the bilinear functional
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corresponding to a bounded measurable matrix A = A (x). The functions 0
and W will be taken from various spaces depending on the circumstances.

For A (x) -= I we write cf3i =, cf3.

DEFINITION 3. Consider the differential equation

on 0, where A = A (x) is a complex bounded measurable matrix and f = f (x)
and h = h (x) are in We say that u = u (x) is a solutions of equation
(17) if u has strong derivatives and

holds for all 0 in e1° .
We shall say that Q is of class 7q , 2  q  oo, if the equation

has a unique solution u in gel’ q for every f in £q and

holds for some constant .gq independent off. This constitutes a condition

of regularity on the boundary of Q, which will hold for any value of q if the

boundary is sufficiently smooth. The proof depends on the Calderon-Zygmund
Inequality for singular integrals (see [4] and Theorem 15.3’ of [11).

DEFINITION 4. Let q be a number such that 1 ~ q  oo . Then q’ is

defined by - l =1. Further, y q* is defined by means of the equation
q q

if q  n and is defined to be any number in the range

The preceding notation will be used in the remainder of the paper

without further comment.
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3. Prelim inary results.

The results to be derived in this section are generally known but since
they are of central importance in the derivation of the main theorems, I

include them here.

Let us suppose that A = A (x) satisfies the uniform ellipticity condition
and that the elements of A are measurable functions on a bounded domain

S~. Let us further suppose that for the domain Q

where q is some fixed number in the range 2  q  oo, IT is a positive
constant and + and P vary over the spaces and respectively.
Consider the equation

where 9 = g (x~ is in Qq’. Let ;A; = gk (x) Ic = 1, 2~ ... be a sequence of

vector fields in _p2 such that

Then it is well known from the £2-theory that the equations L*u = div gk
have solutions uk in Thus

for in ge~,2. Since C C it follows from assumption (21)
and from (24) that

Therefore there exists a function u in such that

Therefore u solves equation (22), is in q and from (25) and (26)
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-+ 

Now suppose u is a function in and solves equation (22) with

g = 0. Then

for all lJf in q and from (21) we see that u = 0. We have thus shown :
Under condition (21), the uniformly elliptic equation (22) is uniquely sol-

vable in for each g in and the solution satisfies (27).
Next consider the equation

for/"in ~6~. From the £2-theory we know a solution in ~~’ 2 exists. The-

refore

for in Let g be an arbitrary vector field in .6~ Then = g
has a solution tP in gel’ 2 and for this particular 4S, 93A (u, tP) (grad u, g) dx.

n

Therefore

If I glql  1 then I grad ø from (27). Thus taking the supremum of
the absolute value of both sides of (31) over all g in 22 such that I g ~~~ c 1,
we see that I grad u I q C .g ~ Therefore u is in is unique in this
class since C g{Ol, 2, and

Under condition (21), the uniformly elliptic equation (29) is uniquely sol-

vable in for each f in Eq and the solution satisfies (32).
We have therefore established the existence of transformations T~ and

TA* where TA is a bounded linear transformation carrying vector fields in

Eq into functions (solutions of (29)) in and TA* is a bounded linear

transformation carrying vector fields in Zq’ into functions (solutions of (22))
in 9~ ~ . We may equivalently consider T~ and TA* as carrying Eq and Z~’
respectively into themselves by the simple device of replacing the solution
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by its gradient. No matter how ve choose to consider these transformations
their norms will be the same. We denote the norms by 11 TA Ilg and 11 Ilq’.
From equation (31) and a simple argument it follows that

Let us now add the further assumptions that

(34) (21) holds for both A and A*,

S~ is of class (7)q .

Then = This follows because the equation A1t = div grad P,
for W in has a solution in Thus A (u - = 0 and since

u - P is in COO" 21 y u = ~. Furthermore, the transformation TA now also

maps _p q into -Pq. From the Riesz Convexity Theorem (see p. 525 and E39,
p. 536 of [6]) TA must map ~~ into -PP for every p in the range q’--- p 

and log ) TA lip is a convex function It is in fact easy to show that
P

TA maps ep into solutions in Moreover, we have

For, from the fact that TA maps £P into one infers that the left side

of (35) is greater than or equal to the right side. On the other hand, from
(21) and (32) with q replaced by p one infers that the left side of (35) is

less than or equal to the right side. Hence, equality holds. We now sum-
marize our results.

LEMMA. 1. Under assumptions (34) the uniformly elliptic equations (22) and

(29) are uniquely solvable in for every g and f in oC~ ~ q’:!:~-:p  q .
Furthermore T A* and TA are bounded linear transformations such that equali-
ties (33) (with q replaced by p) and (35) hold. Finally, log 11 TA lip is a convex

... -f 
1

function of -.
P

Let us now assume S is of class 7Q for some q, 2  q C and take
A 1. Obviously the assumptions of Lemma 1 are fuelled. Set 
q~’ c ~ c q, Then and K2 =1. From the convexity Kp must then
have a minimum at p - 2, must be non decreasing for 1) &#x3E; 2 and must be

continuous in ~.
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From Lemma 1 we also have

4. Main results.

We are now ready to prove the main results of the paper. These are

an existence and uniqueness theorem for solutions in theorem on

the « true » -OP class of the gradient of solutions and finally a theorem on
the QP class of second derivatives of solutions of non-divergence equations
in two dimensions.

THEOREM 1. Con-Rider the differential equation

where A = A (x) is a complex measurable matrix and satisfies the uniform ellip-
ticity condition (10), (11) a.e. with A == 1-. If Q is a bounded domain of class
(7)q for some q, 2  q  00, then (3 7) has a unique solution in cool, ~’ for
every complex vector , field f = f (x) and every complex function h = h (x)
in £r with r* 2 p, provided
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Here Q &#x3E; 2 and depends only on Q and the ellipticity constant 9~, in such a

way that Q --~ q as 92 -+ 1 and Q -+ 2 as 92 -+ 0. The solutions satisfy

where C is a constant depending only on Q, My p and r.

PROOF. We may assume without loss of generality that h = 0, for the

potential of h, v = v (~~), satisfies 4u = h and from the Sobolev inequality for
fractional integrals

Thus we can replace the right side of the equation by div (f + grad v),
where / -)- grad v is a vector field in Qp.

Next rewrite C’J3A = CI’3A (P, 0) as Cf3A = 03 + CBH-1 + Cf3R. Hence

where 2  p --- q, 0 is in and ~’ varies over 9(o" P - We then have

where the constant is defined at the end of Section 3 and constants 0, A
are defined in (11). Therefore

Now set

where .E is the subinterval of 2  q on which

Since g2 = 1 and .~~ is continuous in p, Q &#x3E; 2 (see Figure 1). Thus in
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the interval 2  p ; Q we have

where Since A* has the same ellipticity constants
l’ B 

- 

,

as A inequality (45) also holds for 03A*. The rest is a consequence of Lem-

ma 1.

DEFINITION 5. If 4$ is a complex measurable function or a measura-

ble vector field we denote the p-norm of 0 over a sphere of radius R by
R . The center of the sphere is assumed to be known and does not

appear in the notation.

THEOREM 2. Let u = u (») be a solution on ac domain Q of the equation

where A = A(x) is a complex measurable matrix and satisfies the uniform el-

lipticity condition (10), (11) a. e. with A = 1. Under this assumption, there
exists a number Q &#x3E; 2,1 which depends only on 9À and n (Q --+ oo as 8~, -~ 1

and Q -~ 2 as 8~, - 0) such that if grad u is in in and h is

in where

then grad u is in £foc. Moreover, if y is any point in Q, then over open balls
centered at y we have the estimate

where p, is now any index such that Q’  pi  p  Q and C depends only

on 9Â, p, r, Pt and n. If in addition _p :! 2n then we may replace (48) byW 1 f p 
n 2
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PROOF. Let w = k) k = 2, 3, ... be an infinitely continuously dif-

ferentiable function in x such that

for

for

Let y be a point of S~ with distance d. from the boundary of S~ and set

We now restrict our considerations to the homogeneous equation and

denote the solution by w = w (x). Set z = ~-w. Then a brief computation
yields

If we now set k = 2, then equation (51) holds in all space and z vanishes

for

Any ball, let us say I x - y I  const., is a domain of class Qq for

every q, 2  q [ oo. Hence Theorem 1 applies to any ball for p in some
interval Q’  p  Q, where Q depends only on OA and n. Moreover, Q --~ o0
as 02 --~ 1 and Q -~ 2 as 02 -~ 0.

Assume now that the original solution w has strong derivatives in

for some index p, , Q’  p,  Q. Then from the Sobolev lemma, w
itself is and z is in It then follows from The-

orem 1 that z is also in ’ I where - is any index lessP- i I

than pt and Q. Hence grad w is in and since y

is arbitrary grad w is in But if this is the case, then grad w is in

by the same argument. Continuing the argument as long as necessary
we find that grad w is in for every p, Q’  p,  p  Q.

Now return to the original equation .Lu = divf + h ; define v = v (x)

to be the unique solution in and set w = u - v.

From the preceding discussion it is clear that grad u, is in EÍoc.
We now turn to the problem of deriving an estimate for the local

-norm of grad u. Assume for the time being that dy &#x3E; 2 and define
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v = v (x) to be the solution of Lv = div f + h which is in the class

Then from Theorem 1 we get

Set w = u - v and consider equation (51) where the domain is now the

ball I x - y I  2. Let p be any index in the range Q’  p  Q. By ap-
plying Theorem 1 to equation (51) we easily infer

where s is any index such that Q’  s  p  Q p. C depends
only on p~ S, it and k. By means of the Sobolev inequality we can esti-

mate in terms of I grad w I and Hence

We may now repeat the argument and estimate grad w in terms of

I grad w and

x

where Sl is any index such that Q’ 

and si ~ 8. Thus it is clear that after N repetitions of the

argument, N depending only and n we get

where p, is any index in the range Q’  p  Q and the initial va-

lue of k has been chosen equal to 2. If we now choose Pt = 2 we can ap-
ply the well known estimate (see [8])

Thus from (55) and (56) we infer

We can now derive the desired estimate on grad u. Let p and ~1 be
indices such that Q’  p,  p  Q. Since u = v + w it follows from (52)
and (55) that
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If in addition then u and v are in _p2 and it follows from (52)

and (57) that

The inequalities in the general case of a sphere of radius .R follow by per-
forming a similarity transformation.

DEFINITION 6. Consider the differential eqaation

on a plane domain and y now stand for coordinates. We assume that

a, b, c and f are real measurable functions. The equation is said to be uni-

formly elliptic if

holds for almost all (x, y) in Q and all real (~, r¡). u = u (x, y) is called a

solution of equation (60) on Q, if u has strong second derivatives and sa-

tisfies the equation pointwise almost everywhere in Q.

THEOREM 3. Let u = u (x, y) be a solution of equation (60), (61) on a
plane domain Q. this assumption, there exists a number Q &#x3E; 2, which

depends only on A (Q - oo as A -+ 1 and Q -+ 2 as ~, - 0) such that if
UXX, uxy , U., are in n PI and f is in n P where

uxy , uy~ are in E1~c .

PROOF. The proof uses the fortuitous relation that exists between equa-
tions of divergence and non-divergence structure in two dimensions.

Set U = ux and V = - uy . We then have the system

Clearly TI is a solution of the uniformly elliptic equation of divergence
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structure

Theorem 2 then implies the required result for uxz and uyy. Finally, the
first equation in (63) shows that Uyy is also in ~i~c .

REMARKS. By means of the Sobolev lemma Theorem 3 implies the
Holder continuity of grad (u a solution of equation (60) (61)) if p &#x3E; 2.
However a slightly stronger result is already known. If one modifies the

work of Finn and Serrin [?J J appropriately one can show that grad u is

Holder continuous if only I.f ~2 ; R C const. Ra for some 0.

It is clear that Theorems 2 and 3 will continue to hold if the diffe-

rential equations contain terms of lower order with coefficients in the ap-

propriate £p classes.

5. An upper· bound for Q in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2 gives a theoretical lower bound for the value of Q. By
estimating the value of for the sphere one could in fact give an explicit
lower bound. we now give an upper bound for Q by means of an example.

Let x and y be coordinates in the plane. Consider the equation

where

and p is a fixed constant in the range 0  1. It is easily seen that

at each point (x, y) the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix are ft2 and 1.

Thus equation (65) is in the form (10) (11) with d = 1, À = p2 and 0 = 1.

is a solution of equation (60) and it is easily seen
~ r 9

that grad u is in for but that grad i
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because of the singularity at the origin. Hence we must in general have

(67) is now established only for n = 2. We now establish (67) for all di-

mensions by the method of descent. Let (x~ y, z) be a point in n-space where
z stands for the remaining (n - 2) coordinates. We extend the given solu-

tion n and coefficients by defining u (x, y, z; = u (x, y) etc. Then we have

Equation (63) has the same ellipticity constants as the original equation
2

and it is obvious that grad u is not in -pi 0 ’-/t. c · Hence the bound (67) holds
in all dimensions.

In particular this shows that Q really does tend to 2 as 8~ - 0. The
best value of Q probably depends on n and becomes smaller as n increases
and OA remains fixed. In any case it is clear from the method of descent

that it cannot increase with increasing dimension.

2. Annali della Scuola Norm. Sup. - Pisa.
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